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A message from the President

First, I’d like to thank you for considering Micro-Pigmentation Centre Inc. for your permanent makeup training and beyond. With such an evolving and dynamic industry, I recognize that you have many choices about where to invest in your education. As the longest-standing permanent makeup training facility in Toronto, I appreciate that you have given us the opportunity to share our passion and lay the foundation for your PMU journey with the MicroMethod© training systems.

For thirty years, I have taken the standards of our industry very seriously and have worked relentlessly to maintain and build them with a community of incredible artists, technicians, and other leaders in our space. It is my mission to elevate the integrity of the PMU industry by ensuring our graduates leave with the most comprehensive training, confidence, and support system to start their careers. While it is both a lucrative and fulfilling business, permanent make-up is also no light feat. It takes commitment, hands-on experience, etiquette, and most importantly – mentorship. When you graduate from any MicroMethod© course, whether it’s permanent makeup or microblading, a fundamental course or an advanced workshop, you are joining our Micro family.

To this day I still have lifelong friendships with graduates, instructors, and clients from my very first classes almost three decades ago. For me that's the really good stuff, the pieces that I cherish most. This extends to my incredible team, alongside me every step of the way. Together we take pride in creating an inclusive space for all, which is why we have always welcomed students and clients to MPC from all around the world. Permanent makeup is a vehicle of endless potential no matter where you come from.

For this reason, I wanted my students to have a deep understanding of color theory and to work with the best ingredients and colorants in their procedures. I was adamant to source and provide this when I started out in 1992, but it was not as easy I thought. Eighty-three colors, six specialized collections, endless research, consultations with chemists, ongoing experimentation, and even more messes and sleepless nights (and stained clothes) later, all the pigments that you will use in the school and potentially in your own career come from a pigment line I have formulated and manufactured from FDA-approved, stabilized ingredients. I oversee every step of the process which is why we keep our production close to home. Each Micro-Pigmentation Centre Inc. pigment bottle is formulated, mixed, and sealed with love here in Toronto, Canada so that you can trust exactly what goes into your clients’ skin, from powder to procedure.

I am thrilled to invite you to join us at Micro-Pigmentation Centre, to personally welcome you to our academy, and to share this journey with you.

Pat Shibley Kautherii

Invest in Yourself – Invest in Education
Cosmetic Tattooing, an art form

Your inquiry into our Permanent Makeup and Corrective Cosmetic Training Course is the first step towards a satisfying and profitable career upgrade.

You are obviously a professional with a view to increasing your range of esthetic or medical treatments or beauty services, to offer your clientele. As an existing business, the addition of cosmetic tattooing will certainly increase the income and the bottom line profit of your business but it will also keep your client from going elsewhere for a service you don’t provide.

In your line of work, a client patronizes your clinic or salon for two reasons. First they care about their appearance and second they are happy with the service and services you provide. They feel you care about how they look so it is important to your business that you make all efforts to keep yourself up graded in the services being offered elsewhere.

We recognize the importance of the above to an existing business and to those who wish to enter this field but in the cosmetic tattooing industry, being able to say you have this service to offer is not enough. Remember, this is PERMANENT! Your need, and the nature of the service demands, that you have the best possible training that is available to you.

The Micro-Pigmentation Centre Inc. offers the latest advancements in procedural techniques as well as offers the highest standards in equipment quality and products. Our MicroMethod® Training Process teaches you not only the mechanics of cosmetic tattooing but the properties and blending of pigment colors, topical anesthetic use, cross contamination controls and much more as described in the Course Curriculum.

We are proud to say that our reputation for quality training and an intensive curriculum has brought us doctors, nurses, estheticians and spa owners from around the world. We supply our products to hospitals, plastic surgeons and estheticians across North America, the Middle East, Australia, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Mexico, South America, Spain, Switzerland and China to name some of the 42 countries we deal with.

We don’t suggest that you immediately sign up for our course because of a few words on a piece of paper. Review the enclosed information and investigate other training centers and what they have to offer. If we are your choice, rest assured that you will receive the most comprehensive training available, second to none.
Training Centre
TORONTO (MISSISSAUGA), ONTARIO

The Toronto school is conveniently located in the prestigious Airport Corporate Centre minutes away from Pearson International Airport and the three major intersecting highways of # 401, # 403 and # 427.

This location houses our showroom and is also our distribution centre for products and supplies.

The training area is completely equipped with all of the latest equipment and supplies for student use. Needles, pigments, anesthetics, gloves, cross contamination control barrier film and all necessary supplies are at your disposal for the duration of the course as part of the fee. All of your training manuals and books are also included and are sent to you on the day that you register for the course.

Our graduates over the years are now some of the most proficient cosmetic tattoo technicians in the industry. We attribute this to not only the intensiveness of our training but because we limit our class size to provide hands-on instructions with a minimum of four instructors to a maximum of eight students to ensure each one receives the undivided attention of our teachers. Each bed and trolley station in the practical area is equipped for each student to use their own equipment and necessary procedural supplies. This area also houses a washing area as mandated by Health Canada.

There is a separate area used for theory sessions and is set up to allow you to consult with your models prior to the actual procedure. A new training area has recently been constructed to further facilitate expanded training programs.
Sterilization & Cross Contamination Precautions

In this day and age, sterilization is more important than ever before. The Micro-Pigmentation Centre is a strong advocate of sterilization and devote a lot of our time and efforts in promoting what we feel should be a mandatory requirement of cross contamination precautions to the non medical field.

Our training courses teach, and emphasize, the necessity of safe, hygienic and sterilization procedures. We have specialized Barrier Film manufactured for us to be used for Cross Contamination Control on tattoo machines, cords, holders, lights and other items to be used as protection for our technicians and their clients. We promote and supply appropriate hospital grade disinfectants designed to disinfect furniture and equipment while not causing harm to the finishes. We promote the use of latex and non latex gloves as well as nitrile gloves, disposable bed bag covers, procedural aprons, machine and cord covers, and masks and all that is needed for a safe environment for our clients and the clients of our graduates. All of our needles are sterilized, for single use and disposable in Sharps containers.

Our school and our courses maintain the strict standards and guidelines set forth by The Centre for Disease Control & Prevention, in Atlanta Georgia and Health Canada.

Twice per year we are inspected by Health Canada inspectors and each time we receive 99.9% passing grade.
Buyer Beware!

Once your decision is made to add permanent makeup application to your portfolio of services, your next major decision is where to obtain the best training.

How can you tell? What makes one training facility better than another? What are the differences?

The Micro-Pigmentation Centre has built the reputation of turning out top caliber graduates as well as providing a one stop shopping location for the latest machines, pigments and supplies within Canada, the U.S. and abroad.

“The Investment on your part is minimal for the financial rewards you will receive”

Now what marketing statement would not promote that? Understand that it is only true providing you know what you are doing! The only way you will know what you are doing is by receiving the best possible training available in the latest advancements and techniques. Keep in mind, this industry in one form or another, is hundreds of years old.

DID YOU KNOW:

- that there are courses being taught where the student only listens to and watches the instructor and is not allowed or given any practical experience
- that some machines in use, and still being sold, have been banned
- that there are schools who sell knock offs from China as being genuine German machines
- that each year we re-train many ex-graduates of other schools who went for the sales pitch and the price and didn’t do any research on who they were entrusting their education
- that 40% of people that come to us are to correct and unfortunately remove permanent makeup mistakes of others
- that the instructors at many of the other schools you will be talking to, received their training from us
- that one of the most crucial aspects of their courses not being taught is color management and corrective procedures

Attached is a Shopping List of twelve (12) points which you should be receiving from any course you are training with which will provide you with the knowledge and confidence to enter this field without apprehension as to your abilities and capabilities to perform.

The Micro-Pigmentation Centre’s goal is to turn out professional graduates who will enhance this industry and enable it to grow through their ability to provide error free work for the clients.

If we are your choice for training once you have researched the various facilities using the 12 point Shopping List, then simply call or register online with your deposit.
Teaching Facility

1. HEAD INSTRUCTOR EXPERIENCE
   Thirty-eight years in the esthetics industry of which 27 years have been involved with the Micro-Pigmentation Centre. Past board member of the Society of Permanent Cosmetic Professionals in the United States (Full Resume attached).

   For course length and description refer to pages 16 and 19 to 20.

2. COURSE LENGTH
   Proprietary website for graduates and technicians. Dedicated site to promote cosmetic tattooing.

3. PROPRIETARY WEBSITE
   Certificates for graduating students as well as e-certifications

4. CERTIFICATES
   Practical application on models provided by the school and the students.

5. HANDS-ON PARTICIPATION
   Presentation on marketing for the permanent makeup business to help students and existing business promote your permanent makeup business.

6. MARKETING OVERVIEW
   How to protect yourself and your clients from cross contamination from Hepatitis B, AIDS, etc. Bloodborne Pathogen certification available on line through yourtrainingplace.com. We strongly encourage all students obtain this certification prior or during attendance. Protect yourself and your business.

7. DISEASE CONTROL
   The hair stroke, the slope needle workshop, 3-way stretch, pressures, skin manipulation and shading.
   Facial geometry, eyelid, lips, eyebrows, almond eyes, asian eyes, increasing and/or decreasing size.

8. ADVANCED TECHNIQUES
   Computerized tattoo machine management. How to position, needle depth, proper needle speed, prevention and/or the minimizing of constant client post procedure touch-ups.

9. FACIAL ANATOMY
   The Color through the Skin program focuses on the science and art of color theory. Color management direct from manufacturer. How to use corrective colors. Safe and unsafe pigments.
   Why colors change in the skin. Proper mixing techniques.

10. MACHINE EDUCATION
    A minimum of 4 instructors to a maximum of 8 students. Post training “hot line”. Post training free refresher training days. One stop shopping for all supply requirements.

12. VALUE FOR INVESTMENT
Professional Experience

You have convinced yourself of the financial benefits of learning how to apply micro-pigmentation. You have addressed all of the areas of concern that you had and you have shopped around for pricing and teaching schools and you are ready to commit to a course. “The single most important item you must find out above all else is the experience and qualifications of the teacher and the school who will ultimately be your guru in this industry.”

Pat Shibley-Gauthier has been involved with the beauty industry for the past 37 years. From her early start, training in esthetics under Edith Serei in Montréal, which was heralded as one of the finest esthetics training facilities in Canada, she has flourished as a leader, innovator and mentor in the Industry. The following is brief summary of her experience, qualifications, innovations and contributions to industry.

1974 - 1975
Trained at Edith Serei - Montréal base - One of the first and finest esthetic schools - Graduated 1975 as a Certified Esthetician - Post certification training as a Certified Clinical Electrologist to complete the full range of esthetic services.

1979
Opened one of the first full esthetic and hair salons in Toronto. Key participant in The Esthetic 2000 Congress held at that time, annually in Toronto

1981
Took a course in the art of permanent makeup application to add to her salon’s list of services.

1983
Organized and sponsored Face to Figure Beauty, Health and Fashion seminar held at Harbour Castle Hotel Convention Center.

1984
Expanded to new premises in downtown Toronto offering the largest esthetics and hair salon in Ontario coupled with the addition of spa facilities and a fashion and accessories boutique.

1985
Upon completion of advanced courses in micro-pigmentation she began research and collaborations on refining the artistry, techniques and skills of permanent makeup.

1986
Began teaching students in micro-pigmentation techniques.

1987
Divested herself of her downtown esthetics, spa and boutique to pursue a greater role in the permanent makeup industry. As a recognized instructor of permanent makeup application and techniques began teaching micro-pigmentation courses on an exclusive basis at National Beauty Supplies in Mississauga, Ontario

1990
Received advanced U.S. training courses on the latest technological advancements in micro-pigmentation application, techniques and equipment.

1991
Began intensive research and development in the formulation and manufacturing of her own line of pigments for the tattooing of permanent makeup and corrective cosmetics.

1992
Opened The Canadian Micro-Pigmentation Centre providing training courses to estheticians as well as being a certified technician for client applications of permanent makeup.

1993
Finalized the development of her own line of pigments and launched the distribution of top quality machines, needles, sterilizers and supplies to the permanent makeup industry in Canada.

1994
Successfully introduced and marketed her pigment line and products to hospitals, plastic surgeons plus entered an agreement to export the line to the United States. Development stage of satellite teaching facilities for out of province students.

1995
Added Australia, England, France, Germany, Mexico, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, South America, Spain and Switzerland to her portfolio of countries using The Canadian Micro-Pigmentation, Inc’s pigment and equipment lines.
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1996
In conjunction with one of Canada’s leading plastic surgeons, developed a special tattoo needle which is used with hospitals in the operating rooms.

1997-1998
Concentrated on increasing her core business through intensified trade exposure, development of an interactive web site, www.cdnmicropigmentation.com and penned distribution agreements with distributors in Asia for her product line.

1999 - 2000
Collaborated with Hallmark Insurance Brokers Ltd. to bring malpractice insurance coverage to the permanent makeup industry. Successfully obtained Hospital Grade Approvals from The Cdn. Standards Association (CSA) for electrical connections on power supply equipment for operating rooms.

2002
Signed an exclusive distribution agreement with Nouveau Contour, a European manufacturer of the most sophisticated computerized, digitally controlled cosmetic tattoo machine available to the industry.

2003
Entered an agreement with Farmeco from Athens, Greece, to distribute Coverderm, a high quality line of waterproof camouflage makeup to be marketed through plastic surgeons’ clinics and medical spas. - Modernized corporate image, developed a new logo format to promote uniformed product recognition.

2004
Developed an interactive full day color pigment workshop based on a program presented to the Society of Permanent Cosmetic Professionals in Las Vegas. Color through the Skin™ was expanded from the original 4 hour presentation to a full 8 hour program. - Developed a completely new interactive website which includes E-commerce, online registration and information site.

2005
Relocated to new, larger, self contained facilities, expanding the training school capacity and teaching capabilities.

2011
Signed an exclusive agreement with EliminInk™ Tattoo Removal from the United States as their Exclusive Distributor and training Centre for Canada.

2012
Penned exclusive agreements with distributors in the United States, Dubai and the UK for distribution of Micro-Pigmentation Centre products in their countries.

2013
Signed an exclusive agreement with Dermatude Meta-Therapy anti ageing equipment and products to distribute their products in Canada.

2015
Introduced an Advanced 3D Areola/Nipple Re-pigmentation Course for breast reconstruction patients. Introduced a new MicroBlading Course. Expanded Color through the Skin™ workshop into Australia and The Netherlands.

2016
Expanded distribution base to the US and the Middle East with Micro-Pigmentation CentreUSA and Micro-Pigmentation Centre ME.

2017
This year celebrates the company's 25th year in business. This year also introduced Color through the Skin® in Dubai UAE and two new pigment colors were developed. The MicroBlading Crème Series® and the CrownColors Scalp Series® pigments.

2018
Introduced Micro-on-the-Move.

2019
Introduced new corporate branding, new industry revenue streams and many new products.
Course Descriptions

Our training courses have been tailored to meet the demands of many hours of performing practical work versus many hours of theory. The MicroMethod Training Process® was developed from a Quality Management Course that promotes the fact that all work is a process. In order to have quality work, whether that is that of an automobile assembly line, plastic surgeon's facelift surgery or a micropigmentation procedure, there must be consistency. If the process is consistent, the results will be consistent. From a training perspective, all of our teachers are on the same program, therefore as a student, regardless of which teacher has you under their wing, you will receive consistent instruction. As a technician your results will be consistent. Schools without a structured training process put their graduates into the marketplace without structured procedures.

7 DAY - MICROMETHOD® FUNDAMENTAL PERMANENT MAKEUP COURSE
Learn everything you need to build a rewarding and profitable career in the permanent makeup industry. Our globally-recognized permanent makeup course covers every aspect of permanent makeup including all eyebrow, eyeliner, lip liner and lip shading procedures. This program includes pigment theory directly from a pigment manufacturer, sterilization practices, anesthetic application, in-depth equipment education, client management, color consultation, best marketing strategies and extensive hands-on practice. Each student graduates with the most relevant industry knowledge, equipment expertise and experience to begin or grow their professional careers right away. Both the official SPCP fundamentals textbook and exam are included in this course.

International Student Admissions Qualifications: A Diploma, Certificate or Letter of Employment from your employer in your country relating to the listed NOC 2016 occupations will qualify and is acceptable. For assistance please contact our office at info@micropigmentationcentre.com

7 DAY - MICROMETHOD® FUNDAMENTAL MICROBLADING COURSE
Microblading procedures involve a manual method of tattooing eyebrows to simulate hair strokes. It is currently one of the most popular and profitable permanent makeup trends in the beauty industry. The curriculum includes pigment theory directly from a pigment manufacturer, sterilization practices, anesthetic application, equipment and product education, brow shaping and patterning, client management, color consultation, best marketing strategies and extensive hands-on practice. Each graduate leaves the academy with thorough industry knowledge, equipment expertise and a complete skillset to begin or grow their professional careers right away. Both the official SPCP fundamentals textbook and exam are included in this course.

International Student Admissions Qualifications: A Diploma, Certificate or Letter of Employment from your employer in your country relating to the listed NOC 2016 occupations will qualify and is acceptable. For assistance please contact our office at info@micropigmentationcentre.com

4 DAY - MICROMETHOD® PERMANENT MAKEUP COURSE
Master your permanent makeup skills to improve pigment saturation, technique, needle depth, pressure, machine and hand speed and precision through the MicroMethod of training. Unlike any other comprehensive program provides available hands on models.
3 DAY - MICROMETHOD® MICROBLADING COURSE
Learn the latest techniques of all the trending brow procedures through various needle configuration and techniques. Saturation of premium pigment and precise work go hand in hand with skills from experienced CPCP qualified MicroArtists and instructors. This comprehensive workshop covers all aspects of needle depth, pressure, angle, skin management, patterning and pigment choices. Learn how to map and shape symmetrical eyebrows with all the tools and tricks of the trade. Upgrade your technique and always be on the cutting edge of technology to work with confidence on every client.

3 DAY - SCALP MICRO-PIGMENTATION HAIR SIMULATION & DENSITY COURSE
This course is a comprehensive hands-on workshop which includes hair density for thinning and balding scalps, hair transplantation scar camouflage, the shaved look simulation, hairline creation, color mixing, color correction and client consultation.

2 DAY - MICROLIP BLUSH SHADING & LINER ENHANCEMENT
MicroLip Blush Shading and Liner Enhancement procedures are fast becoming one of the most requested procedures in cosmetic tattooing. Give yourself an advantage over competition by not missing out on adding this high demand procedure to your menu of services. Through this comprehensive workshop and hands on experience the MicroMethod® will perfect and streamline any of your concerns in performing lip blush procedures. Learn to outline and apply natural soft powder shades of color also improve your symmetry and pigment saturation.

1 DAY - BROWOODLE, BROW MAPPING AND PATTERNING COURSE
Master the art of creating symmetrical eyebrows. Time is money and you need to be efficient and confident in drawing your client's brows in a timely manner. The BrowOodle workshop specializes in eyebrow shaping and designing. This 1-day course is included as an essential part of our fundamental seven-day Permanent Makeup and MicroBlading classes and is also available as a stand-alone one-day course for technicians wishing to perfect eyebrow mapping. Perfected to be the best course curriculum to reduce time and hesitation in drawing on client eyebrows. Once shaping and designing is perfected our course moves one step further and perfects patterning and hair strokes on practice pad work.

3 DAY - MICROSCOPE & MICRODIGITAL BLADING COURSE
This course teaches the natural alternative to the hair stroke technique. Utilizing various needle configurations, techniques and pigment knowledge that promises your success in the latest micropigmentation techniques of soft wispy strokes that remain in the skin using your electrical device. Using the Nouveau Contour machine and their precise sloped needles to create these precise strokes. This course also includes brow shape and design, mapping, color theory and correction, practice pad work and hands-on models. Course curriculum is customized to improve your skills. Techniques employed utilize the Slope and #1, #1 Micro needles.

3 DAY - POWERBROW BOOT CAMP
Stay on top of the most popular eyebrow trends and learn the latest techniques in the beauty industry. Ombre, Fusion, Powder, and Nano Brow workshops are all combined into one encompassing 3-day Power Brow Boot Camp. Learn the unique techniques required to achieve ombre shaded brows, ombre pointillism brows, ombre hair strokes and shaded brows, fusion brows, and nano brows. Choose your needle of choice and we will customize your education and streamline your skills to bring your craft in cosmetic tattooing to the next level. This comprehensive workshop covers all aspects of needle depth, pressure, angle, skin management, patterning and pigment choices.

3 DAY - MICROPOWDER BROW COURSE
This course teaches the natural alternative to the hair stroke technique. You will learn various levels of pigment saturation to achieve the Powder, Ombre and Shaded eyebrow. The course utilizes various needle configurations, techniques and pigment knowledge that promises your success in the latest micropigmentation techniques. The MicroPowder brow course includes brow shape and design, mapping, color theory and correction, practice pad work and hands on models. The course curriculum is customized to improve your skills.
2 DAY - MICROEYELINER BOOT CAMP
The ever-popular MicroEyeliner Procedures is unique to the Micro-Pigmentation Centre through the MicroMethod® teaching protocol. The stretch and seal technique created by Pat Shibley-Gauthier will advance your pigment saturation, eliminate touch ups, and improve time and client pain management. With proper angle, stretch, layering and the understanding of shading and working with a variety of needle configurations the course will teach you how to achieve your best results.

1 DAY - COLOR THROUGH THE SKIN® - COLOR MANAGEMENT COURSES - ADVANCED
Our advanced color management course is a world-renowned interactive workshop presented by the industry's pioneer of color theory, Pat Shibley-Gauthier. Learn why color changes in the skin, how to recognize vulnerable skin types, how to prevent color change and how to rectify color that has changed in the skin. Additionally, this program reveals in-depth pigment production processes from an industry-leading pigment manufacturer. Please note that this course is only offered to graduates, seasoned technicians, or tattoo artists.

3 DAY - PARAMEDICAL 3D AREOLA/NIPPLE COMPLEX RE-PIGMENTATION
Micro-Pigmentation Centre has partnered with renowned restorative artist Jeanine McTasney to offer an advanced, specialized workshop for para-medical 3D areola/nipple re-pigmentation training. Learn the process of symmetry, highlights, low lights, color application and mixing, and the importance of completing the breast reconstructive journey with areola and nipple re-pigmentation. Hands-on practice on human-like skin is a fundamental component of training as well as a preliminary online training course, extensive educational materials, ongoing support, and a robust take-home kit including the complete MicroPigments® Areola collection.

2 DAY - CAMOUFLAGE & SCAR REVISION COURSE
Micro-Pigmentation Centre has partnered with renowned restorative artist Elsa Milani to offer an advanced, specialized workshop for Stretch Mark & Scar Camouflage. The course includes: SPCP camouflage book, manual composed from Elsa's training and techniques, all supplies used in the training, MicroPigments® Camouflage collection & MicroDilution solution kit, MicroPigments® book & reference guide, practice skin for practicing in class, USB with editable consent & release forms.

BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS
An online certification is available at yourtrainingplace.com. MicroPigmentation Centre strongly encourages all permanent makeup technicians, microblading technicians, and body artists to be certified with yourtrainingplace.com. This certification is industry specific and teaches all the necessary precautions and specifications required to follow all the guidelines set by Health Canada, OSHA and The Centre for Disease control. Please provide a copy of the certification when taking your cosmetic tattoo training courses.
Fundamental Permanent Makeup Course

DAY 1
• Introduction to agendas and student expectations for duration of the course
• Introduction to client and technician expectations and requirements of cosmetic tattooing
• Introduction to the history of cosmetic tattooing
• Client history medical forms, client waiver, client procedure
• Fitzpatrick skin type
• Valtrex/cold sores
• Post care sheets
• Post care products and client regime
• Needle sizes
• Tattooing technique (angle & speed)
• Skin/needle connection

DAY 2
BrowOodle workshop
• Structure
• Shaping
• Design
• Hair strokes
• Patternning
• Face Shapes
• Machine
• Trolley set up

DAY 3
• Eyeliner demonstration
• Client consult, shape, color, needle sizes
• Trolley setup for procedure
• Barrier film, dry backs, procedure supplies
• Trolley tear down, disinfected and needs time to dry
• Introduction to Nouveau Contour machines
• Machine management and setup
• Practice pads hands-on technique skills
• Needle sizes

DAY 4
• 2 Eyebrow models
• Client consult, shape, color, needle sizes
• Trolley set up for procedure
• Trolley tear down, disinfecting and drying time
• Barrier Film, dry backs, procedure supplies

DAY 5
• Color theory
• Product knowledge review and pick List
• Eyebrow Model

DAY 6
• 1 model
• 1 Upper and lower eyeliner model
• Client consult, shape, color, needle sizes
• Trolley setup for procedure
• Trolley tear down, disinfected and drying time
• Barrier film, dry backs, procedure supplies

Day 7
• Exam
• Technique review
• Marketing & photography tips
• Check out
• Certificate

Daily Homework Assigned
Fundamental Microblading Course

DAY 1

- Introduction to agendas and student expectations for duration of the course
- Introduction to client and technician expectations and requirements of cosmetic tattooing
- Introduction to the history of cosmetic tattooing
- Client history medical forms, client waiver, client procedure
- Fitzpatrick skin type
- Valtrex/cold sores
- Post care sheets
- Post care products and client regime
- Needle sizes
- Tattooing technique (angle & speed)
- Skin/needle connection

DAY 2

BrowOodle workshop
- Structure
- Shaping
- Design
- Hair strokes
- Patterning
- Face Shapes
- Machine
- Trolley set up

DAY 3

- MicroBlading demonstration
- Client consult, shape, color, needle sizes
- Trolley setup for procedure
- Barrier film, dry backs, procedure supplies
- Trolley tear down, disinfected and needs time to dry
- Practice pads hands-on technique skills
- Magnified eyewear
- Tattooing strokes demonstrated and practiced on simulated skin

Day 4

- Practice pads hands-on technique
- Patterning Flow
- Brow design review
- Client consult, shape, color, needle sizes

DAY 5

- 2 MicroBlade eyebrow models
- Client consult, shape, color, needle sizes
- Trolley setup for procedure
- Trolley tear down, disinfected and drying time
- Barrier film, dry backs, procedure supplies

DAY 6

- Color theory
- Product knowledge review and pick list
- MicroBlade eyebrow model

DAY 7

- MicroBlade eyebrow model
- Client consult, shape, color, needle sizes
- Trolley setup for procedure
- Trolley tear down, disinfected and drying time
- Barrier film, dry backs, procedure supplies
- Exam

Daily Homework Assigned


“You’ve achieved success in your field when you don’t know whether what you’re doing is work or play.”
Course Pricing

7 Day - MicroMethod® Fundamental Permanent Makeup Course ................................................. $5,690.00
7 Day - MicroMethod® Fundamental Microblading Course ....................................................... $5,690.00
4 Day - MicroMethod® Permanent Makeup Course ................................................................. $3,700.00
3 Day - Scalp Micro-Pigmentation Hair Simulation & Density Course ........................................ $3,300.00
3 Day - MicroMethod® Microblading Course ........................................................................... $2,700.00
2 Day - MicroLip Blush Shading & Liner Enhancement ............................................................ $1,950.00
1 Day - BrowOodle, Brow Mapping and Patterning Course ..................................................... $450.00
3 Day - MicroSlope & Microdigital Blading Course .................................................................. $2,995.00
3 Day - PowerBrow Boot Camp ............................................................................................... $2,995.00
3 Day - MicroPowder Brow Course .......................................................................................... $2,925.00
2 Day - MicroEyeliner Boot Camp ........................................................................................... $1,800.00
1 Day - Color Through the Skin® - Color Management Course - Advanced .......................... $450.00
3 Day - Paramedical 3D Areola/nipple Complex Re-pigmentation ......................................... $3,000.00
2 Day - Camouflage & Scar Revision Course .......................................................................... $2,900.00
Bloodborne Pathogen Training ................................................................................................. $30.00

Our students are trained on techniques using computerized digital machines only.

For students newly entering this field without equipment, or technicians wishing to upgrade their training to the advanced techniques of the tattoo machine, we offer two optional machine kits as outlined below as well as Equipment Packages listed on the following pages.

The Nouveau Contour IQ Device ................................................................................................ $5,350.00
The Nouveau Contour SMART Device ...................................................................................... $3,995.00

All prices are subject to applicable taxes.

Terms of Payment
- $485 Deposit of Training Fee price is due with registration which must be received a minimum of 2 weeks in advance of course start date.
- Balance of training fee due prior to course commencement.

Method of Payment: Visa, Mastercard, Cash, or Cheque (allow 1 week to clear)

Course bookings are available on a first come, first serve basis. The $485 registration fee is what guarantees placement in the course however acceptance is only secured with a signed registration form. In case of duplication the registration with the earliest postmark will be the successful applicant.
KNOW YOUR SERVICE
• What is micro-pigmentation?
• The history of tattooing & permanent makeup

INTRODUCTION TO EQUIPMENT & MAINTENANCE
• Know what's out there and the various methods
• Hands-on operation

ANESTHETICS
• Various types
• Effective anesthetics
• Application for various procedures

PROCEDURAL TECHNIQUES
• Various strokes & effects for eyebrows
• Various strokes & effects for lip liner
• Various strokes & effects for eyeliner
• Needle sizes & when & how to use them
• Depth of implantation & the amount of pressure exerted

HANDS-ON PRACTICE
Begin with skin similar to human texture, this is followed by procedures on models which will be scheduled for you

STERILIZATION
• Effective methods - government approved
• Essential procedures to safeguard you and your customer
• Cross contamination prevention

PIGMENTS
• Pigments and their properties
• The Golden Rules
• Color Retention
• Determining the proper shade
• Matching the clients eyebrows
• Choosing the best lip liner color
• Choosing the right eyeliner color

CLIENT CONSULTATION
• Complete portfolio to conduct a professional consultation
• Questionnaire
• Liability Release Form
• Photography - Before and After and the reasons why
• Client Pre/Post Procedure Care
• Color Patch Testing
• Facial diagrams to clarify areas, stroke & color

THE FIRST STEPS FOR PERFECT PROCEDURES
• Facial lines and zones
• Boundaries & guidelines for eyeliner, eyebrows & lip liner

ELIMINATING MISTAKES
• What type of people should avoid micro-pigmentation
• Proper technique to eliminate migration

FEATURES OF THE COURSE
• Hands-on practice for all procedures
• All supplies used during course
• All training manuals and books
• Latest in computerized technology in equipment
• Color Class
• Marketing overview
• Buffet lunch each day
• Diploma upon course completion
• Access to list your business in PermanentMakeUpTechnicians.com, a website dedicated to permanent makeup technicians
• Post training assistance
• The ability to attend a future class for a visual refresher to observe a procedure
Permanent Makeup
STUDENT & BUSINESS EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS

To assist students and businesses, we have tailored discounted equipment and procedural supplies in packages, to cater to individual and corporate budgets. These packages are available solely for our students and to businesses that are funding the training for their employees and can only be purchased in conjunction with the fundamental training course.

Student Programs

STUDENT DISCOUNT PACKAGE 1

- Nouveau Contour IQ Device (Computerized Tattoo Machine)
- 10 - #3 Needle Cartridges
- 10 - #3 Outline Needle Cartridges
- 10 - #5 Needle Cartridges
- 10 - #7 Needle Cartridges
- 1 - MicroMagniSpecs or MicroMagni LED glasses
- 12 Standard Pigments & 4 Premium Pigments

$ 5,995.00 plus taxes

STUDENT DISCOUNT PACKAGE 2

- Nouveau Contour SMART Device (Computerized Tattoo Machine)
- 10 - #3 Needle Cartridges
- 10 - #3 Outline Needle Cartridges
- 10 - #5 Needle Cartridges
- 10 - #7 Needle Cartridges
- 1 - MicroMagniSpecs or MicroMagni LED glasses
- 12 Standard Pigments & 4 Premium Pigments

$ 4,865.00 plus taxes
Supplemental Procedural Supplies
(Suggested for use with Student Package 1 and Student Package 2)

$ 775.00 plus taxes

1 Embroidery Permanent Makeup Corporate Lab Coat
3 MicroOutline Pens (Fine)
3 MicroOutline Pens (Regular)
1 Zap Anesthetic
1 Anesthetic Applicators (100 pack)
1 Mouth Guards (5 pack)
1 MicroBrow Caliper
1 MicroSwabs (125 pack)
1 MicroTweezer
1 Client Protectors
1 Acrylic Pigment Stand
1 Pigment Mixer Sticks
1 Stainless Steel Cap Holder
1 Disposable Pigment Caps (100 Pak Sm - 100 Pak Lg)
3 Organic SPF Post Procedure Healer
1 MicroEyebrow Pencil Sharpener
3 After Care Balm
1 Micro Magni-Specs or MicroMagni LED glasses
1 Systane Eye Ointment
1 Practice Pad
1 MicroKleen 710 ml Sprayer
1 MicroKleen Cloth Wipes
1 MicroBarrier for Machine
1 MicroSleeves for Hand Piece
1 MicroPockets
1 MicroBed Bags
1 Apron Protectors
1 Elastics for Hand Piece
1 Surgical Gloves
1 Face Mask
1 Sharps Container
1 Alcohol Wipes
4 Lip Pens
1 Bacitracin Zinc Ointment USP (Box 144)
1 Micro Client Mirror
1 Brow Shaper Pencils (6 pack)
1 Eyebrow Adhesive Ruler Guides (25 pack)
1 Hair Nets Disposable (100 pack)
Business Program

Complete Business Program 1

$ 7,995.00 plus taxes

1  Nouveau Contour IQ Device (Computerized Tattoo Machine)
65  Nouveau Contour Needles

(5 of each) # 1 Liner, # 1 Micro, # 3 Liner, # 3 Micro, # 3 Outline (5 of each) # 3 Power,
# 4 Flat, # 5 Shader, # 5 Power (5 of each) # 5 Magnum, # 7 Round, # 7 Power, # 9 Magnum

1  Embroidery Permanent Makeup Corporate Lab Coat
1  Micro Magni-Specs or MicroMagni LED glasses
1  Lyracaine Gel Anesthetic
1  Xylonor Anesthetic
1  Zap Anesthetic
1  Systane Eye Ointment
6  MicroOutline Pens (Fine)
6  MicroOutline Pens (Regular)
1  Anesthetic Applicators (100 pack)
1  Mouth Guards (10 pack)
1  Practice Pad
1  MicroSwabs (125 pack)
1  MicroTweezer
1  Client Protector
1  Acrylic Pigment Stand
1  Pigment Mixer Sticks
1  Stainless Steel Cap Holder
1  Disposable Pigment Caps (100 pack sm / 100 pack lg)
6  Organic SPF Post Procedure Healer
1  Micro Brow Pencil Sharpener
1  Micro Client Mirror
1  MicroGel Ice Pack
12  After Care Balm
4  Lip Pens
1  Bacitracin Zinc Ointment USP (Box 144)
1  Barrier Arm Sleeves (100 pack)
1  MicroBrow Caliper
1  MicroKleen 710 ml Sprayer
1  MicroKleen Cloth Wipes
1  MicroBarrier for Machine
1  MicroSleeves for Hand Piece
1  MicroPockets
1  Micro Bed Bags
1  Barrier Adhesive Film
1  Apron Protectors
1  Elastics for Hand Piece
1  Surgical Gloves
1  Face Mask
1  Sharps Container
1  Alcohol Wipes
20  Standard Pigments (your choice)
4  Premium Pigments (your choice)
1  MicroBrow Duo Pencil Sharpener
3  MicroWhite Marker
1  MicroBrow Bow
1  Brow Shaper Pencils (6 pack)
1  Eyebrow Adhesive Ruler Guides (25 pack)
1  Hair Nets Disposable (100 pack)
Complete Business Program 2

$ 6,595.00 plus taxes

1  Nouveau Contour SMART Device (Computerized Tattoo Machine)
65  Nouveau Contour Needles

(5 of each) # 1 Liner, # 1 Micro, # 3 Liner, # 3 Micro, # 3 Outline (5 of each) # 3 Power,
# 4 Flat, # 5 Shader, # 5 Power (5 of each) # 5 Magnum, # 7 Round, # 7 Power, # 9 Magnum

1  Embroidery Permanent Makeup Corporate Lab Coat
1  Micro Magni-Specs or MicroMagni LED glasses
1  Lyracaine Gel Anesthetic
1  Xylonor Anesthetic
1  Zap Anesthetic
1  Systane Eye Ointment
6  MicroOutline Pens (Fine)
6  MicroOutline Pens (Regular)
1  Anesthetic Applicators (100 pack)
1  Mouth Guards (10 pack)
1  Practice Pad
1  MicroSwabs (125 pack)
1  MicroTweezer
1  Client Protector
1  Acrylic Pigment Stand
1  Pigment Mixer Sticks
1  Stainless Steel Cap Holder
1  Disposable Pigment Caps (100 pack sm / 100 pack lg)
6  Organic SPF Post Procedure Healer
1  Micro Brow Pencil Sharpener
1  Micro Client Mirror
1  MicroGel Ice Pack
12  After Care Balm
4  Lip Pens
1  Bacitracin Zinc Ointment USP (Box 144)
1  Barrier Arm Sleeves (100 pack)
1  MicroBrow Caliper
1  MicroKleen 710 ml Sprayer
1  MicroKleen Cloth Wipes
1  MicroBarrier for Machine
1  MicroSleeves for Hand Piece
1  MicroPockets
1  Micro Bed Bags
1  Barrier Adhesive Film
1  Apron Protectors
1  Elastics for Hand Piece
1  Surgical Gloves
1  Face Mask
1  Sharps Container
1  Alcohol Wipes
20  Standard Pigments (your choice)
4  Premium Pigments (your choice)
1  MicroBrow Duo Pencil Sharpener
3  MicroWhite Marker
1  MicroBrow Bow
1  Brow Shaper Pencils (6 pack)
1  Eyebrow Adhesive Ruler Guides (25 pack)
1  Hair Nets Disposable (100 pack)

Our packages have been tailored with variable discounts. Therefore, substitutions are not allowed.
For those wishing to have different products or quantities please order a la carte from our price list.
MicroBlading
STUDENT & BUSINESS EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS

To assist students and businesses, we have tailored discounted equipment and procedural supplies in packages, to cater to individual and corporate budgets. These packages are available solely for our students and to businesses that are funding the training for their employees and can only be purchased in conjunction with the fundamental training course.

Student Program

STUDENT PACKAGE

|$ 695.00 plus taxes

20  MicroBlade Hand Pieces
5  # 7  MicroBlades
5  # 12 MicroBlades
5  # 14 MicroBlades
5  # 18 U MicroBlades
8  MicroBlading Crème Series Pigments
1  MicroBrow Duo Pencil Sharpener
1  MicroBrow Guides (25 pack)
1  MicroSwabs (125 pack)

Supplement Procedural Supplies
(Suggested for use with Student Package 1 and Student Package 2)

|$ 575.00 plus taxes

1  Embroidery Permanent Makeup Corporate Lab Coat
3  MicroOutline Pens (Fine)
3  MicroOutline Pens (Regular)
1  MicroBrow Caliper
6  Eyebrow Pencils
1  Tweezer
1  Barrier Arm Sleeves (100 pack)
1  Pigment Mixer Sticks
1  Stainless Steel Cap Holder
1  Disposable Pigment Caps (100 Pak Sm - 100 Pak Lg)
3  MicroGel Ice Packs
6  After Care Balm
1  Hair Nets (100 pack)
1  Pigment Ring-Cups (100 pack)
1  Practice Pad
1  MicroKleen 710 ml Sprayer
1  MicroKleen Cloth Wipes
1  MicroPockets
Complete Business Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embroidery Permanent Makeup Corporate Lab Coat</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBlade Hand Pieces</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 7 MicroBlades</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 12 MicroBlades</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 14 MicroBlades</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 18 U MicroBlades</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 14 Shading MicroBlades</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 19 Round Shader MicroBlades</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBlading Crème Series Pigments</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroOutline Pens (Fine)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroOutline Pens (Regular)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Pad</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroSwabs (125 pack)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroTweezer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Protector</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigment Mixer Sticks</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless Steel Cap Holder</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable Pigment Caps (100 pack sm / 100 pack lg)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigment Ring-Cups (100 pack)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBrow Duo Pencil Sharpener</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Arm Sleeves (100 pack)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Care Balm</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBrow Shaper Pencils - Pull String (6 pack)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBrow Caliper</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroKleen 710 ml Sprayer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroKleen Cloth Wipes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroPockets</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBed Bags</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Adhesive Film</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apron Protectors</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Gloves</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Mask</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Litre Sharps Container</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Wipes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair Nets Disposable (100 pack)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyebrow Adhesive Ruler Guides (25 pack)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magni-Specs or MicroMagni LED Glasses</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyracaine</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroMirror</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroWhite Marker</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroBrow Bow</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$1,875.00 plus taxes

Our packages have been tailored with variable discounts. Therefore, substitutions are not allowed. For those wishing to have different products or quantities please order a la carte from our price list.
Out of Town Students

The school is located at the Airport Corporate Center minutes from Pearson International Airport in Toronto, facilitating convenient fly-ins from all parts of the world. For our out of town students requiring accommodations, reasonable rates have been provided by the Homewood Suites by Hilton Toronto Airport Corporate Centre located minutes from the school.

For those arriving by air, upon arrival, the Hilton will pick up our guest students at the airport and bring them to their hotels and they will transport you to the school and at day's end pick you up at the school if it is pre-booked. For those students who are driving, parking at the hotel is complimentary. Your breakfast is provided by the Hilton and lunch is provided by the training academy and in the evening a light dinner is also provided by the Hilton from Monday to Thursday.

For other choices, there is the Sandman Signature Toronto Airport and for the more budget minded there is the Best Western Plus and the Comfort Inn, also located minutes from the school.

For ease of travel from various centers, the Micro-Pigmentation Centre is accessible from four major highways, 401, 403, 407 and 410.

Located nearby, a 15–20 minutes taxi ride, are two premium shopping malls, Square One Shopping Centre being the closer of the two and the second, Sherway Gardens a bit further by 5 minutes but with shops like Holt Renfrew, Parasuco, etc.

There are many quality restaurants nearby and the staff would be pleased to recommend several for you to choose from. For the lesser fare and for those who would prefer to throw on a pair of jeans, there are many fast food outlets walking distance from the hotels.
For Reservations

Homewood Suites by HILTON
5515 Eglinton Ave West Mississauga, ON - M9C 5K5
Direct Phone: 416 646.4600

Visit this website below to receive our corporate discount:
www.torontoairportcorporaecentre.homewoodsuites.com
• Select desired dates
• Click “add special rate code” right above the “check rooms & rates” button
• Type 0003017093 in the “corporate account” field
• Select room desired
• Fill out guest information
• Complete booking by entering credit card

Sandman Signature Toronto
Airport 55 Reading Court,
Toronto, ON - M9W 7K7
Toll Free  800-726-3626

Visit website:
www.reservations@sandman.ca

Best Western Plus
5503 Eglinton Avenue West, Toronto, ON M9W 5K5 - Toll Free  800-568-8520

Comfort Inn Airport West
1500 Matheson Blvd at Dixie Rd.,
Mississauga, ON L4W 3Z4
Phone 905-624-6900

TRANSPORTATION
Hilton Shuttle Service 888-381-1194
All Star Taxi Service 905-602-0000

LOCAL RESTAURANTS
Culinaria - 5732 Kennedy Rd.
Fiamma - Eglinton Ave. & Spectrum Way
Union Social Eatery - Eglinton Ave. & Spectrum Way
Pumpernickels - Eglinton Ave. & Spectrum Way

FAST FOOD OUTLETS
Subway, Wokker, Tim Hortons, Starbucks (all walking distance from the school)

SHOPPING
Erin Mills Town Centre
Eglinton & Erin Mills Pkwy (Major Shopping Center) (15 minutes by taxi)

Square One
Highway 10 & Burnhamthorpe (Major Shopping Center) (10 minutes by taxi)

Sherway Town Centre
Highway 427 & The Queensway (Major Premium Shopping Centre) (20 minutes by taxi)
WHAT TO BRING
Your course fee includes buffet lunch, all needles, pigments, gloves, and supplies that you will require for the duration of the fundamental training course.

MODELS
All procedures are totally supervised by the instructors who will recognize your strengths and weaknesses long before any practical work has begun. If you are hesitant because you feel that a mistake in class is permanent, then put aside your fears. We have trained many students over the years and we have yet to send home a model with any tattoo mistakes.

JEWELRY
All jewelry is to be removed during the hands on model procedures.

HAIR
Long hair must be completely tied back. Shorter haircuts are to be pinned back so as not to be covering the face.

LAB COAT
A lab coat is mandatory so please be sure to put it on your list and bring it along packed with enthusiasm. If you don’t have one, one may be purchased at the school.

LUNCHES
The school kitchen is conveniently set up with a refrigerator, micro-wave oven, toaster, coffee maker, kettle and tableware. A buffet lunch is served each day as part of the course fees. For those of you who have special diets and need to bring your own food, the kitchen is totally at your disposal.

CELL PHONE USE
The use of cell phones, video taping, and texting during class is not permitted. Please turn off cell phones during class time in respect of others.

REFERENCES
We believe that the best reference is “word of mouth” so with that said, we are very proud to direct you to our website to Graduates Comments so that you can hear just that, the words from their mouths.
STATE-OF-THE-ART TRAINING FACILITY

Micro-Pigmentation Centre Inc. is an elite permanent makeup academy committed to maintaining a tradition of world-class educational excellence. Founded in 1992 by industry pioneer, Pat Shibley-Gauthier, MPC is one of North America’s largest permanent makeup academies offering an unparalleled standard of training.

Pat continues to oversee and direct the syllabus of each course ensuring that corners are never cut, that students are constructively challenged with extensive hands-on training, and that the fundamentals learned at MPC will pave the way for excellence in advanced work. This is the exclusive MicroMethod® standards of training. A certification from our academy ensures a competitive edge to begin or grow a successful career in the lucrative beauty industry.

PIGMENTS YOU CAN TRUST

Micro-Pigmentation Centre exclusively manufactures its own pigment line, which is formulated by Pat herself and sealed with FDA-approved ingredients in Toronto, Canada. The pigment line boasts 83 colors for cosmetic and medical tattooing with specialized colors such as The Signature Collection®, Pure & Vivid Collection®, Harmonizer Collection®, Crown Color Scalp Collection® and the MicroBlading Collection®. MPC’s medical colors for Camouflage and for 3D Areola re-pigmentation colors are widely used in hospitals and by plastic surgeons post breast reconstruction.

A large number of patients that are referred to the company are looking for assistance to correct colors that have changed in the skin – a fairly common occurrence. The Correction Series of pigments such as Grey Gone, Blue Buster for Lips, Red Out and Blue Brow Corrector have been specifically designed to neutralize and correct these changes.